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(A) Policy Statement

The designated record set is a group of records which may be accessed by a patient/individual. The designated record set includes medical records and billing records. These records relate to the past, present or future physical or mental health or condition of an individual with provision of health care to that individual. Records relating to the payment for those services are also included.

(B) Purpose of Policy

To define and identify designated record set at the University of Toledo Medical Center (UTMC) for adherence to Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act of 1996 (HIPAA) CFR 164.501 and 164.524e.

(C) Procedure

1. Patient may request access to their medical record through the Release of Information Unit of the Health Information Management Department.

2. Patients may request access to their billing records through the Patient Accounting Department.
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1 any item, collection or grouping of information that includes protected health information and is maintained, collected, used or disseminated by UTMC